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Abstract

The cellular cytoskeleton is composed of microfilaments, intermediate filaments, microtubules and a host of accessory proteins that control its dynamics during different, cell-type and environment dependent behaviors. The Rho family of small GTPases play a pivotal role in these processes. RhoA, for instance, simultaneously coordinates focal adhesion (FA) and stress fiber formation. The stress fibers are marked by actomyosin based contractile forces, which concentrate at FAs and contribute to the generation of cytoplasmic tension required for proper cell morphology, adhesion or for cell migration. An optical biosensor based on the principles of the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) was created to visualize the amount of active, GTP-bound RhoA present, whose biochemical signaling leads up to the generation of force within the cellular cytoskeleton. The biosensor was optimized with a set of α helices of successively increasing length functioning as linear extensions for good orientation (LEGO). Thereby, a novel approach for the rational design of a FRET biosensor with high detection sensitivity and dynamic range was introduced. The best RhoA biosensor, LEGO10, reported an increase in FRET efficiency, when RhoA was GDP-bound and inactive, while a decrease in FRET efficiency ensued when constitutively active, GTP-bound RhoA was the predominant form.

Transmembrane integrin molecules concentrated at FAs enable indirect contact of the cytoskeleton with the extracellular matrix (ECM) and maintain a continuous bidirectional information flow between the intra- and extracellular environment that regulates gene expression, cell growth, proliferation, and motility. An explanation
for this process requires knowledge about the spatiotemporal activity of proteins and signaling cascades involved in the cytoskeleton-ECM interface. During adhesion or motility cells need to coordinate assembly, maintenance and disassembly of contacts with the ECM, which are pivotal in the generation and conductance of force and traction and underly the control of Rho family GTPases. To study these events, an ECM consisting of fluorescently labeled fibronectin (Fn) was created, in which the applied Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores operate as a donor-acceptor pair for FRET, thus creating the FRETing Matrix. Simultaneous observation of GFP-labeled cytoskeletal components, such as actin, was possible because of sufficient spectral separation to the Cy3 and Cy5 labeling reagents that were chosen as the FRETing Matrix fluorophores. The FRETing Matrix was used to characterize the spatiotemporal exertion of mechanical force during cell adhesion, spreading and migration. Force-induced structural rearrangements in the FRETing Matrix lead to changes in FRET efficiency that were RhoA GTPase dependent and occurred at FAs and below membrane proximal to stress fibers. During initial stages of cell spreading, cell protrusion due to actin polymerization occurred prior to establishment of adhesion sites through which cells subsequently exerted force necessary for establishment of cytoplasmic tension and ultimately for cell polarity. The FRETing Matrix technique was thus established as a continuous imaging force biosensor that rapidly and faithfully reports on the dynamic interaction of cells with their substratum.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Cell adhesion, migration and morphology are features inherent to life and are essentially dependent on the cellular cytoskeleton that drives them. These features are manifested during embryogenesis [30, 46], neuronal growth cone migration [49, 79], wound healing [38, 48] or white blood cell migration [2, 38, 44, 84, 100, 106]. Irregularities therein can result in pathologies, including cancer metastasis [70] or skin disorders [22, 41, 96], and necessitate an understanding of the underlying molecular [25, 61–63, 71, 75, 102, 104] and mechanical [31, 32, 36, 39, 72, 86, 104] signaling.

1.1 The cellular cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix

The cellular cytoskeleton is composed of microfilaments, intermediate filaments and microtubules that can be distinguished by their respective diameter of 7−9nm, 10nm and 24nm [45]. These key players are complemented by an ever-growing array of proteins that regulate their dynamic behavior [11, 72, 104]. Evidence exists, whereby the activity of these proteins is influenced by mechanical force applied onto cells [39, 73, 86], which in turn are also able to exert force onto their surrounding [6, 39, 86]. The cytoskeleton communicates indirectly with the ECM surrounding the cells via α and β subunits of integrin transmembrane molecules. A continuous bidirectional
exchange of information between the cytoskeleton and the ECM is essential for cells to properly carry out proliferation, gene expression, adhesion and motility [16,28,43]. An explanation for this process necessitates a firm understanding of the proteins and signaling cascades involved in modulation of the cytoskeleton and the cytoskeleton-ECM interface.

The top of figure 1.1 features a RMCD cell to illustrate the distribution of actin microfilaments that have been labeled with phalloidin. In this manner the lamellipodium becomes apparent at the leading edge of the cell, which, depending on the cell type, can vary between 1 – 5\(\mu\)m in width [80]. The lamellipodium is where cell protrusion during migration occurs and has been termed an area of high actin incorporation leading to the formation of actin bundles. These bundles, while still completely embedded in the lamellipodium, are called microspikes, but can eventually mature to form filopodia, which are structures that protrude beyond the lamellipodium (illustrated in bottom of figure 1.1).

Two schematics of a migrating cell are illustrated in figure 1.2. Section A of this figure describes cell migration from the perspective of the family of small GTPases Rho, Rac and CDC42 and their mode of control over the actin cytoskeleton, while in section B the types of cell-substrate adhesions that occur in parallel are illustrated. In section A it is shown that CDC42 and Rac are active at the leading edge of the cell, while RhoA activity is predominant in the trailing part of the cell [2,26,93]. CDC42 and Rac are known to initiate formation of filopodia and lamelipodia, respectively, while RhoA is involved in stress fiber and focal adhesion formation [9,26,87]. Therefore, as the cell migrates, actin polymerization occurs in the lamellipodium, such that actin filaments are created that are anchored at focal complexes. These complexes remain stationary as the cell moves forward, so that eventually they may fall under the control of RhoA GTPase and mature into focal adhesions. Subsequently, these adhesions may aggregate to form sliding adhesions [95] and may finally be dis-
Figure 1.1: The actin cytoskeleton plays an important role in shape establishment of a cell in various stages of the cell cycle or during cell migration. The upper figure shows the leading edge and the tail of a migrating RMCD cell. Filopodia and microspikes (fil/ms) are part of the lamellipodium (lam) at the leading edge, while stress fibers (sf) are located in the retracting tail region. The nucleus (nu) is emphasized in blue. The lower figure is a cartoon of some of the components of the lamellipodium. In particular it illustrates the actin meshwork in the lamellipodium out of which a microspike can develop, which can later mature into a filopodium [80].
assembled through involvement of microtubules, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and the GTPase dynamin in a process that is independent of Rho activity [19].

RhoA was of particular interest in this study. The activity cycle which it undergoes is shown in figure 1.3. While it is in the cytoplasm, RhoA is GDP bound and inactive. In fact, it is actively kept in the GDP-bound form by Rho guanosine dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) [56], which prevent the dissociation of GDP from RhoA and furthermore prevent post-translational modification of the RhoA C-terminus by geranyl-geranyl transferases (GGTases). Guanosine exchange factors (GEFs) facilitate the exchange of GDP to GTP, while GGTases membrane target RhoA through prenylation of the C-terminus. The membrane targeted and GTP loaded form of RhoA then activates downstream effectors. For instance, Rho kinase and mDia are downstream effectors of RhoA, whose activation leads to stress fiber and FA formation [69,95]. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) increase the inherently low rate of GTP hydrolysis of RhoA, resulting in GDP-bound, inactive RhoA. The RhoA activity cycle is then completed through action of Rho GDIs that bind the GDP-bound RhoA and maintain it as such.

Constitutively active (RhoA<sub>G14V</sub>) and dominant negative (RhoA<sub>T19N</sub>) forms of RhoA exist. The GTPase activity is not present in RhoA<sub>G14V</sub>, which then remains GTP-bound and continuously activates downstream effectors, leading to formation of stress fibers and FAs [69]. The dominant negative RhoA<sub>T19N</sub> is thought to have an increased affinity for GEFs. This mutant then competes with endogenous RhoA, thereby interrupting signal transduction pathways leading to loss of cytoplasmic tension [81]. A selection of other means not used in this work to activate or inactivate RhoA is shown in figure 1.4 [20,34,57,64,69].

Stress fibers generated through activity of small GTPases are anchored at adhesion sites. The adhesion sites in turn contain α and β integrin subunits that function as an interface between the cellular cytoskeleton and the ECM. Figure 1.5 illustrates
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the types of adhesion sites and constellations of the actin cytoskeleton formed in a migrating cell. Part A emphasizes the role of the actin cytoskeleton during cell migration. Rac1 and CDC42 activity at the front of the cell result in actin polymerization and a protruding lamellipodium and filopodia. The rear end of the cell underlies the control of RhoA and microtubules leading to actin-dependent retraction and sliding [97]. Section B [77] illustrates the types of contacts formed by an adhering fibroblast with a substrate (abbreviations are: fc: punctate focal complex, ms/c: microspike bundle contact, MT: microtubules, iFA: intermediate focal adhesion in the body of the cell, pFA: precursor of a focal adhesion, tFA: focal adhesion at trailing edge of cell). New contacts are formed in the front (right) part of the cell where the ruffling lamellipodium (ruf. Lam.) is located. The RhoGTPase family and microtubules influence a cell's adhesion dynamics.
Figure 1.3: A simplified representation of the Rho GTPase activity cycle (from [71])

Figure 1.4: An overview of some of the activators or inhibitors of the RhoA GTPase.
the types and combinations of different integrin $\alpha$ and $\beta$ subunits that compose the heterodimeric integrin molecules, which depend upon the cell type, the composition and rigidity of the ECM, on the migration status of the cell (migratory or stationary) and on the type of adhesion [29,79].

Figure 1.5: A compilation of various $\alpha$ and $\beta$ subunits that make up different types of integrin heterodimers specific for either RGD receptors (this includes fibronectin), collagen, laminin or leukocyte-specific receptors (from [29]).

RhoA GTPase initiated contractile actomyosin-based force originating in the actin cytoskeleton is transmitted via integrins to the ECM. However, the reverse may also occur, where external force is conveyed via adhesions to the cellular cytoskeleton. This might for instance take place when endothelial cells are exposed to shear stress generated by blood flow and to the associated hydrostatic pressure. From this functional perspective, FA sites have been described as sites of force application and as mechano-sensing structures [7,95]. The small, point-shaped adhesion sites located at the edges of lamellipodia are referred to as focal complexes. A further class are the tensin-enriched fibrillar adhesions involved in fibrillogenesis. Lastly, larger, $3-10$ $\mu$m
long structures, at which the cytoskeleton exerts force through actomyosin-based contraction that underlies the control of RhoA GTPase, are called focal adhesions (FAs) [66]. The size of FAs has been correlated to the amount of force that is exerted upon them. In fact, there is a proportional relationship between the amount of force transmitted through a focal adhesion site and its size [7].

Fibronectin (Fn), laminin and collagen are major components of the ECM and influence cell adhesion, proliferation, differentiation and wound healing [29]. Fn, which was of most concern to this study, is a 440 kDa protein. Fn is a dimer composed of two globular subunits linked via disulfide bonds at the C-termini in its soluble form. As such, it does not react with other ECM proteins and does not self-assemble. These events do take place once integrin molecules bind to the asparagine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) domain of Fn, which then causes unfolding and self-assembly into fibrillar Fn structures, which represent its biologically active form [3, 4, 16].

1.2 Visualizing biochemistry and biophysics at the subcellular level

The aim of this study was to develop two optical biosensors on the basis of the photophysical phenomenon of the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and which are optimized for the investigation of the concomitant biochemical and mechanical signaling involved in cell adhesion, migration and establishment of cell morphology [10, 21, 53, 82, 83]. FRET is based on the non-radiative energy transfer between compatible donor and acceptor fluorochromes. The efficiency of this energy transfer is mainly dependent on the inverse sixth power of the donor-acceptor separation distance (figure 1.6A), their respective transition dipole orientations (figure 1.6B) and the required overlap between the donor emission and acceptor excitation spectra. The distance at which FRET occurs (up to 70Å [82]) coincides with the average protein diameter and indicates protein interaction. Conversely, at any greater dis-
Figure 1.6: FRET efficiency is highly dependent on the distance (A) and the dipole orientation (B) between the donor and acceptor fluorochrome. The distance dependency is described by the equation in A, where $E$ represents the FRET efficiency, $R$ the distance between the acceptor- and donor-fluorochrome and $R_0$ the distance at which $E = 50\%$. The resonance energy transfer is further dependent on $\kappa^2$ (B), which describes the angle between the emission transition dipole of the donor and the absorption transition dipole of the acceptor [40].

\[ E = \frac{R_0^6}{R_0^6 + R^6} \]
tance FRET is practically absent. Past studies have shown that modification of proteins with FRET-compatible dyes, as well as the advent of chimeras consisting of a polypeptide of interest and FRET-compatible visually fluorescent proteins (VFPs), is applicable toward the elucidation of protein-protein interactions and protein conformational changes via FRET. A common application of FRET for the study of protein behavior is through the construction of a chimera in which a protein-binding domain is sandwiched between two FRET-compatible VFPs [10, 51, 102]. However, without the precise crystal structural information it is presently not possible to optimize the coordination of fluorochromes for the best possible intramolecular FRET, along with the maximal dynamic detection range of such a biosensor construct. For this reason, scientists resort to the laborious process of constructing several randomly linked versions, in the hope to identify one in which the highest FRET-based detection sensitivity has been achieved [74]. The work presented in this dissertation introduces a rational approach for the design of such a molecule.

1.3 Linear Extensions for Good Orientation

A set of intra-molecular FRET biosensors were created that thoroughly sample different dipole orientations and distances between the donor and acceptor VFPs. To achieve this, a series of unusually stable α helices [47], which differ in the number of amino acids, were inserted between the VFP FRET pair ECFP and Venus. Every sequential amino acid addition elicited a $100^\circ$ turn of the α helix, thus enabling a controlled change in the ECFP transition dipole orientation with respect to that of Venus. Furthermore, the amino acid addition resulted in a controlled $0.15 \text{nm}$ incremental increase in the α helical length [47, 90], thus allowing for simultaneous sampling of the effect of increased distance between the VFPs at a rate that is below the $R_0 = 5 \text{nm}$ distance for ECFP-EYFP [27]. This set of α helix-based modifications

\[^1 R_0\] is the distance at which the FRET efficiency between randomly oriented donor and acceptor VFPs is 50%
was designated as LEGO (Linear Extensions for Good Orientation).

The small GTPase Rho plays a key role when cells need to generate mechanical force required for the maintenance of cytoplasmic tension or cell morphology, division, adhesion or migration [26]. To monitor activity of the RhoA GTPase, the Rho-binding domain (RBD) of Rhotekin was inserted between the two VFPs in the intramolecular FRET biosensor described above. This downstream effector binds active, GTP-bound RhoA and thereby reduces the intrinsic and GAP-enhanced GTPase activity of Rho [58,60,102]. The Rhotekin RBD has been previously applied for detection of Rho activity [60, 102]. In the context of the LEGO-based design approach of a FRET biosensor, this RBD was successfully applied to generate a FRET biosensor optimized for the highest sensitivity toward RhoA activity. Thus, an improved version of a RhoA based biosensor was created that reports on the biochemical signaling leading up to mechanical force generation within the actin cytoskeleton.

1.4 The FRETing Matrix

For motility to occur, cells need to coordinate assembly and disassembly of contacts with the ECM (focal adhesions, focal complexes), which are pivotal for the generation of force and traction. To better understand the dynamics of focal complex formation and their migration in time, an ECM consisting of fluorescently labeled Fn was generated. The fluorescent labels were chosen to operate as a donor-acceptor FRET pair, thus creating a FRETing Matrix. The FRETing matrix was used to visualize areas at which cells, through RhoA dependent, force-induced rearrangements, modify the Fn-ECM structure, which includes sites proximal to focal adhesions and stress fibers. The FRETing Matrix technique was established as a continuous imaging force-biosensor that faithfully reports the dynamic interaction of cells with their Fn environment.
Taken together, the LEGO and FRETing Matrix biosensors provided detailed insight into the spatio-temporal regulation of morphological changes during cell spreading, adhesion and migration from the perspective of the RhoA GTPase activity status and mechanical forces exerted onto the ECM.
Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Linear Extensions for Good Orientation (LEGO)

2.1.1 Design Strategy

A set of eleven differing DNA vectors was generated, whose purpose was to eventually be expressed in mammalian adhering cells, resulting in molecules that optically report on the RhoA GTPase activity by means of the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Since the RhoA GTPase is involved in the biochemical signaling that controls stress fiber dynamics, this set of molecules would then represent FRET biosensors for intracellular force. Additionally, these molecules simultaneously sample the FRET efficiency at different donor-acceptor distances and at different dipole orientations between the donor and acceptor fluorochrome. Therefore, this set of molecules introduces a new, rationalized approach toward designing the one FRET biosensor with the highest sensitivity and dynamic range within which it reports on the RhoA GTPase activity.

The two visible fluorescent proteins (VFPs) ECFP and Venus were cloned in tandem to generate a DNA vector encoding a single molecule construct in which they would serve as the FRET-donor and FRET-acceptor, respectively. In-between, the Rho-binding domain of Rhotekin [58] (RBD, amino acids 7–82) was placed immediately
3’ to ECFP. At this stage, the resulting construct resembles Raichu-RBD [102] shown in figure 2.1, which was published while the LEGO project was ongoing. DNA encoding an α helix [47] was placed between the RBD and Venus. The resulting construct was then replicated eleven times, such that the only varying feature within the eleven constructs was the addition of one amino acid as shown in figure 2.2.

The purpose of prolonging the α helix by one amino acid is to simultaneously increase its length by 0.15 nm and to also change the orientation between the N- and C-terminus of the alpha helix by 100° [90]. This change in length and orientation would be propagated to the entire single-molecule construct, thereby changing the distance and orientation between the donor and acceptor dipoles.

2.1.2 The FRET-acceptor: pVenus-N1

Add-on polymerase chain reaction (PCR)\(^1\) was performed using the DNA vector Venus/pCS2 as the template (kindly provided by Dr. Takeharu Nagai, RIKEN In-

---

\(^1\)PCR protocol is on page 28
Figure 2.2: The top of the graphic displays the sequence in which ECFP, Rho-binding domain (RBD), α helix (LEG0) and Venus were cloned for each of the eleven LEGO constructs, along with the corresponding enzymatic restriction sites. Below, shown in the 5’ - 3’ orientation, are the sense and anti-sense strands used to create the different segments encoding the α helices. Emphasized in blue is the predicted resulting amino acid sequence, while in green the corresponding increase in length of the α helix is shown, as well as the new resulting angle between the last and the first residue of the α helix.
stitute, Japan) and forward (VenFW) and reverse (VenRV) primers\(^2\) so that Age I and Not I restriction sites were added to the 3' and 5' end of the amplicon, respectively. The resulting fragment was purified with a MinElute\textregistered PCR purification kit, digested with Age I and Not I and gel-extracted\(^3\) with a MinElute\textregistered gel extraction kit by following manufacturer instructions (both kits were from QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Simultaneously, pEYFP-N1 (BD Biosciences, Clontech, Heidelberg, Germany) was also digested with Age I and Not I, yielding a larger 4kb fragment. The 4kb fragment and the Venus amplicon were ligated\(^4\) to create pVenus-N1, which retained the same multiple cloning site (MCS) as pEYFP-N1. The ligation product was transformed\(^5\) into chemically competent bacteria.

### 2.1.3 The FRET-donor: pECFP-C1 modification

The vector encoding the FRET donor, pECFP-C1 (BD Biosciences, Clontech, Heidelberg, Germany), was modified by removing the Age I site located at base pair 601. In this manner subsequent inclusion of the α helix-coding sequence (flanked by Sac II and Age I) or possible future replacement of the Venus-encoding region (flanked by Age I and Not I) in the final construct (top of figure 2.2) would still be possible through the use of restriction enzyme combinations involving Age I. Essentially, pECFP-C1 was digested with Age I, which was then followed up by treatment with the Klenow\(^6\) fragment (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim, Germany) to generate blunt ends and finalized by self-ligation. The ECFP encoding DNA lacking the Age I restriction site was then cloned into pVenus-N1, resulting in pECFP-Venus.

---

\(^2\)Primers are shown on page 28.
\(^3\)The gel-extraction method is described on page 30.
\(^4\)Refer to the ligation protocol on page 30.
\(^5\)Refer to transformation protocol on page 31.
\(^6\)Treatment with the Klenow fragment is described on page 29.
2.1.4 Alpha-helix encoding fragments

Based on the α helix described by [47] the Wisconsin Package (Version 10.3, Accelrys Inc., San Diego, USA) was used to generate the α helix encoding fragments shown in figure 2.2. To prevent synthesis errors or formation of secondary structures the fragments were split as shown in figure 2.2. In a further attempt to prevent secondary structure formation, information gained about the predicted secondary structure by the MFold program [107] of the Wisconsin Package was taken into consideration when deciding on the final sequence, while still maintaining the amino acid sequence outlined by [47]. The final sense and anti-sense fragments were synthesized by MWG Biotech AG (Ebersberg, Germany). After ligation of the appropriate fragments (see figure 2.2), the ligation products and pECFP-Venus were digested with Sac II and Age I. In a final step the purified digestion products were used to create eleven constructs, one for each α helix encoding region, to yield pECFP-α helix(1...11)-Venus.

2.1.5 Rho-binding domain of Rhotekin

The Rho-binding domain of Rhotekin (GenBank accession number U54638) was amplified from the vector GST-Rhotekin HR1 (kindly provided by Dr. Harry Mellor, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK) using primers RBD_FW and RBD_RV. During the amplification step the Bgl II and Sac II restriction sites were added to the amplicon at the 5’ and 3’ end, respectively. Prior to ligation into the final destination constructs, the amplicon was purified, double digested with Bgl II and Sac II and gel extracted. The resulting series of 11 vectors were of the sequence pECFP-RBD-α helix(1...11)-Venus and are referred from hereon as LEGO1-11. The entire cloning strategy leading up to the final LEGO constructs is outlined in figure 2.3.

7 Primers are shown on page 28
Figure 2.3: Workflow outlining the cloning strategy used to generate the eleven LEGO constructs.
2.1.6 Flow Cytometry

In preparation for flow cytometry experiments, HeLaSS6 cells were grown in 6-well plates to near confluency and transfected with the respective construct combination. After an expression-time of 18 – 24hrs, the cells were detached through trypsinization and analyzed using the BD FACSAnia (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany) flow cytometer. First, viable cells were selected (population P1) as shown in figure 3.9 based on side light scatter (SSC) and forward light scatter (FSC) information obtained from untransfected cells. Then, cells transfected with either ECFP or Venus were measured (figure 3.9C and D) using the filter setup outlined in table 2.1. Finally, the BD FACSDiva software was used to compensate the fluorochrome emissions so that the ECFP emission could be successfully separated from the Venus emission [67,89]. The resulting compensation settings were then applied to all subsequent measurements of cells expressing the respective LEGO constructs. The relative FACS analysis excitation/emission filter setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel name</th>
<th>Excitation (λ&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>Emission (λ&lt;sub&gt;em&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>Long pass filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venus violet-A</td>
<td>407nm</td>
<td>545 – 625nm</td>
<td>526nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus blue-A</td>
<td>488nm</td>
<td>500 – 560nm</td>
<td>502nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP-A</td>
<td>407nm</td>
<td>410 – 490nm</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Measurement and analysis setup of flow cytometry experiments.

FRET efficiency was calculated using the ReFlex software package [17], whose algorithm is based on equations described in [85,88]. Based on acceptor photobleaching (APB) experiments on adherent cells expressing LEGO constructs, a FRET efficiency between 25 – 30% was estimated (figure 3.3). The factor “α” of equation 4 listed in [85] was chosen so that the estimated FRET efficiencies would fall within this range. Therefore, the absolute values obtained with the ReFlex software do not represent precise FRET efficiencies. Instead, the obtained values are regarded as relative FRET efficiencies, which can nonetheless be used to quantitatively compare the difference in FRET efficiency exhibited by the various LEGO constructs. A more detailed description of the ReFlex software and how it was applied can be found in
the Protocols section on page 32.

## 2.2 FRETing Matrix

### 2.2.1 Fibronectin labeling and subsequent coating of glass coverslips

While reporting on the biochemical signaling leading up to the generation of intracellular force within the cytoskeleton was the objective of the LEGO project, the FRETing Matrix was designed to report on the force that cells exert on the extracellular environment, the extracellular matrix (ECM). Fibronectin (Fn) is an ECM protein that plays a pivotal role in cell adhesion during cell spreading and migration. Different structural domains of this dimeric protein, including the RGD integrin binding domain, are outlined in figure 2.4. The motivation for labeling Fn is outlined in figure 2.5. Essentially, a homogeneously mixed coating solution containing separately labeled Cy3- and Cy5-conjugated Fn would generate an ECM coat on a glass surface that would then exhibit FRET, which would be of the same efficiency throughout the entire coat. However, once cells adhere to the labeled Fn via their integrin molecules, they would reorganize the Fn, which would cause a change of the intermolecular distance between the FRET donor (Cy3) and FRET acceptor (Cy5) molecules. As a consequence, local changes in FRET efficiency would then become visible. Integrin molecules are clustered at cellular adhesion sites, from

![Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of the functional domains of fibronectin. The integrin binding sites are indicated by arrows. Fibronectin molecules are present as dimers through the formation of disulfide bridges at their C-termini (figure adapted from [91])](image-url)
which force-transducing stress fibers emanate. Overall, this principle was tested and proven in similar manner by Kong et al. [39] while the FRETing Matrix experiments were ongoing.

**Figure 2.5:** Schematic of the experimental design for creating a fibronectin-based FRETing Matrix and the proposed biosensing mechanism.

The suspension of bovine Fn obtained from Sigma (Sigma, Seelze, Germany) contained 0.05M Tris, which is a source of primary amino groups that would compete with the free amino groups of Fn for the amino-reactive Cy3 or Cy5 dye during the labeling process. Therefore the Fn was dialyzed in two subsequent steps (step 1=2hrs, step 2=over-night) with 2L PBS at 4°C using a dialysis cassette (Slide-A-Lyzer 10K, PIERCE, Bonn, Germany). The new concentration of the dialyzed Fn was determined based on the resulting volume and used for subsequent calculations. The dialyzed Fn was then buffered to pH 8.5 and 100mM bicine (Sigma, Seelze, Germany). A 10-fold molar excess of Cy3 or Cy5 (GE Amersham Biosciences, Freiburg,
Germany) amino reactive dye was added to separate aliquots of the dialyzed, bicine-buffered Fn. This labeling reaction was allowed to proceed for 30 minutes at room temperature, after which it was quenched by lowering the pH and introducing free amino groups through addition of 1M Tris pH 7.5 (final Tris concentration was then 0.05M). The Fn was kept sterile at all times and with the exception of the 30 minute labeling window at room temperature it was kept cold on ice. Further care was taken not to vigorously shake or re-suspend the Fn-solution. The two differently labeled Fn solutions were then wrapped in aluminum foil and stored at 4–8°C. In this state the labeled Fn was usable for approximately 3 weeks.

To generate a FRETing Matrix on a glass coverslip, the Cy3 and Cy5-labeled Fn was combined at a ratio of 1:2 and dissolved in the imaging buffer (refer to table 2.8) so that the final coating occurred at a Fn concentration of $10\mu g/ml$ for 2hrs. This coating concentration and the 1:2 $F_{n^{Cy3}}:F_{n^{Cy5}}$ ratio were experimentally determined to yield a FRET efficiency within the FRETing Matrix of approximately 50% (also see figure 3.16). Unreacted dye was removed from the FRETing Matrix preparation by washing with imaging buffer.

### 2.3 Imaging of live and fixed samples

All microscopic imaging was performed on a Leica (Leica, Heidelberg, Germany) TCS confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) equipped with a 63x (1.32NA) objective. This CLSM was further equipped with an acousto-optical beam splitter (AOBS) module, which enabled free choice of the size and position of the desired emission window. For each experiment, care was taken to reduce bleaching, unless it was desired as in the case of acceptor photobleaching. This was achieved by creating a balance between sample emission and laser power, photo-multiplier (PMT) voltage, beam expander choice, scan velocity, frame or line averaging settings. These parameters, with the exception of the laser power, remained unchanged once they
were established at the onset of a particular experiment. Furthermore, once the parameters were set, the offset of each PMT in usage was adjusted so that hardly any underexposed pixels were present at 0% laser power. Lastly, images for each channel in use were recorded, while keeping the laser power at 0% to determine the “dark current”, which was later subtracted from the respective emissions.

2.3.1 Lambda scan of LEGO and the FRETing Matrix

λ scans were performed to verify the presence of the respective fluorochrome or chemical dye peaks in the LEGO or FRETing Matrix experiments, respectively. A serial scan was setup as described in table 2.2. In particular, a 10nm-wide emission window migrated from the indicated start to finish wavelength. Care was taken to reduce bleaching by keeping the laser intensity as low as possible, while still collecting sufficient signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>λ_{excitation}</th>
<th>λ_{emission}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start finish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGO</td>
<td>405nm 438nm 608nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRETing Matrix</td>
<td>543nm 558nm 703nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Lambda scan settings used for the LEGO and FRETing Matrix experiments.

2.3.2 Live-cell imaging

Live cell imaging was performed for cell-spreading (figure 3.20) and cell-migration (figure 3.24) experiments. For this purpose a heated, closed chamber was used (Focht live cell (FCS2) chamber, Bioptechs, Butler, PA, USA), which required usage of 40 mm diameter coverslips (Hecht-Assistent, Sondheim, Germany). This chamber provides a key advantage in that it heats the sample evenly so that less optical disturbances occur due to potential change in the refractive index of portions of medium of different temperature.
2.3.3 Interference reflection microscopy

Interference reflection microscopy (IRM) was used to visualize areas of close contact between a cell and the surface upon which it grows [1, 14, 15, 65, 66]. Figure 2.6 illustrates the theory behind IRM. This method relies on the property by which cell features that are closer to the adhesion surface will produce lightwaves that reflect in a destructive manner, effectively canceling each other out the closer to each they are. Figure 2.7 shows four successive frames of a migrating cell (downward) recorded in IRM mode. What appear at first as dark areas, are regions that still remain attached, even though the main body of the cell has moved on (triangles).

![Diagram of Interference Reflection Microscopy](image)

**Figure 2.6:** Interference Reflection Microscopy (IRM). As a light beam passes through media of different refractory indices beams $I_1$ and $I_2$ are generated, which interfere with each other (shown as modified version of [1]). The interference is more pronounced when the distance between the cell and the glass surface is small.
Figure 2.7: IRM can be applied to study cell adhesion dynamics during migration. The black triangles point out adhesion sites (dark areas), which, as the cell moves downward, remain attached.
2.3.4 Image Analysis

Analysis of images obtained with the Leica CLSM was conducted using Matlab (The MathWorks GmbH, Aachen, Germany) or ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). In particular, a script was created within Matlab, which automated the calculation of the Venus/ECFP ratio of any number of recordings (ECFP and corresponding Venus sensitized emissions) located within one computer subdirectory. Furthermore, a cumulative histogram was created, which represented the frequency versus intensity distribution of all ratios of the images used for the calculation (i.e. for a particular LEGO construct). The values of the histogram were imported into the GraphPad Prism 4 (http://www.graphpad.com/prism/Prism.htm) software and a Gaussian distribution was modeled to determine the location of the mean ratio and the standard deviation thereof. The standard error was then determined by dividing the standard deviation by the square root of the the number of cells measured per LEGO construct (also refer to figure 3.6).

ImageJ was used when working with sequential images to generate image stacks, movies or montages that represented acceptor/donor emission ratios or when calculations were conducted to estimate the FRET efficiency after acceptor photobleaching. In particular, when working with LEGO recordings (can also be applied to the FRETing Matrix) the color table of images was changed to jet (the jet color table is exemplified in figure 3.16) and images were converted to 32 bit. Then a gaussian blur with a radius of 2 pixels was applied. The sensitized emission image was thresholded so that all values beneath the threshold were defined as “not-a-number” (NaN) and were no longer used for subsequent calculations. In this manner a mask was generated for each specific cell. At this point the sensitized emission was divided by the donor emission to yield the ratio. The color table was then adjusted so that the minimum and maximum value for all calculated ratios was the same.
2.4 Cell lines

The cell lines used were B16F1, B16F1 cells stably transfected with GFP-actin, HeLa SS6, NIH-3T3 (DSMZ #: ACC59) and RMCD. The HeLa SS6 and RMCD cell lines were kindly provided by Prof. Mary Osborn (Max-Planck-Institut für biophysikalische Chemie, Göttingen, Germany) and both B16F1 lines by Prof. Beat Imhof (University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland). All cell lines were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO₂ and were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, GIBCO Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany), supplemented with 10% FCS (PAA Laboratories, Linz, Austria), 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (both from Sigma, Seelze, Germany). To ensure continuity of the stable transfection, the B16F1 cell line expressing GFP-actin was maintained in medium containing 1.5 mg/mL G418 (GIBCO Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany).

2.5 Transfection of DNA vectors into adherent cells

Transient transfections were performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) and following manufacturer directions. Depending on whether the cells were intended to be used for microscopy or flow cytometry, they were transfected at 50% or 80% confluency, respectively. Cells slated for microscopy were grown on glass-coverslips in 24-well plates, while those slated for flow cytometry in 6-well plates (both by Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany). Prior to transfection, the cell culture medium was exchanged. After a 4hr incubation period with the transfection reagent, the cells were washed and the medium was exchanged once again. An 18 – 24hr period followed, during which the cells were allowed to express the respective constructs and after which they were fixed (see part of phalloidin stain on page 34) for microscopy or trypsinized for flow cytometry. A 1:1.25 DNA (µg) to Lipofectamine 2000 (µL) transfection ratio was maintained. Furthermore, for the LEGO
experiments, a 1:2 ratio between DNA encoding the respective LEGO construct and RhoAT_{19N} or RhoA_{G14V} was maintained.

### 2.6 Protocols

#### 2.6.1 Primers

Listed below are primers used in addition to those listed in figure 2.2, arranged according to the respective DNA fragment that was amplified or sequenced:

- **Venus**
  - $\text{Ven}_{FW}$: 5’ -cggccaccggtatggtgagcaaggccagggagctgt- 3’
  - $\text{Ven}_{RV}$: 5’ -agctgtacaagtaaagccggtactcg- 3’

- **Rho binding domain of Rhotekin (GenBank accession code: U54638)**
  - $\text{RBD}_{FW}$: 5’ -GATCGATAGATCTATCCTGGAGGACCTCAATATGCT- 3’
  - $\text{RBD}_{RV}$: 5’ -CAGGTGCTGGAGAAGACAGGCGCCCGGGTCGATC- 3’

- **EGFP:** used for sequencing ECFP and Venus
  - $\text{EGFP}_{FW}$: 5’ -CAACGGGACTTTCCAAAATG= 3’
  - $\text{EGFP}_{RV}$: 5’ -AGCTGCAATAAACAAGTT- 3’

All primers were synthesized by MWG-Biotech AG, Ebersberg, Germany.

#### 2.6.2 PCR

For the polymerase chain reaction the enzymes Pfu polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) or Deep Vent polymerase (New England BioLabs, Inc., Frankfurt, Germany) were used. Depending on the enzyme, size of the expected amplicon and the primers, the elongation temperature and time and the annealing temperature had to be adjusted. dNTPs used were from Roche Diagnostics GmbH (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). The individual steps and settings of a typical PCR are shown in table 2.3. During the PCR a 1 – 1.5% agarose gel was prepared (the percentage depended on the size of the amplicon) on which the PCR product was run and analyzed (also see page 30). All PCR products were sequenced (using
primers shown in page 28) after they were ligated into their respective vectors, due to the possibility of errors occurring during a PCR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>PCR cycle step #</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Denaturation Step</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>95°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>95°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>57°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>72°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Elongation Step</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>72°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: A generic setup that functioned as a starting point for the various PCRs performed (also see figure 2.3).

2.6.3 Restriction Digest

The enzymes Nhe I, Bgl II, Sac II, Age I (PinA I) and Not I, as well as the respective reaction buffers, were purchased from Roche Diagnostics GmbH (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). A general setup for a respective digest is outlined in table 2.4. Care had to be taken to select the correct buffer which enabled optimal function of the single or multiple restriction enzymes when conducting a single or multiple digest. After 1 hr incubation at 37°C, the digestion products were gel-purified as outlined on page 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Final concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>1µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer (10x)</td>
<td>2.5µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction enzyme</td>
<td>1 unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Up to final volume of 25µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: A typical restriction digest setup.

2.6.4 Klenow fragment treatment

As explained previously on page 16, it was necessary to remove the Age I restriction site in pECFP-N1. In practice, this was done by first digesting the plasmid with the Age I restriction endonuclease, which produced sticky ends. The Klenow fragment,
which is the large fragment of DNA polymerase I, catalyzes mononucleotide addition in the 5’ - 3’ direction and was used to fill in the sticky ends produced by the Age I digest. A typical Klenow treatment setup is shown in table 2.5. Following a 15 minute incubation at 37°C, the Klenow fragment was heat-inactivated at 75°C for 10 minutes. Lastly, the blunt ends were ligated in a setup as shown in table 2.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Final concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>1µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer(10x)</td>
<td>2µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klenow fragment</td>
<td>1 unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNTPs</td>
<td>0.5µL (Each dNTP is 10mM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Up to a final volume of 20µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.5:** Setup used for incubation with the Klenow fragment.

### 2.6.5 Ligation

After various restriction digests, PCR or Klenow fragment treatments, the DNA was ligated using the T4 DNA Ligase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). The general setup is shown in table 2.6. A successful ligation was usually obtained after a 30 minute incubation at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Final concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>up to 1µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer(10x)</td>
<td>2µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 DNA ligase</td>
<td>5 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Up to a final volume of 20µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.6:** Setup used for DNA ligation.

### 2.6.6 Gel-extraction

DNA obtained from a restriction digest or PCR was isolated via a gel-purification procedure. Depending on the size of the fragment to be isolated, a 1 – 1.5% gel was prepared. 0.5 – 0.75g of agarose (Sea Kem LE Agarose, Cambrex, Verviers, Belgium) were added to 50mL TBE buffer and dissolved by heating. GelStar (Cambrex,
Verviers, Belgium) was added to the agarose-TBE suspension to visualize the DNA being separated. It is important to note that GelStar was added prior to DNA separation as this yielded better results. The retardation of DNA migration by GelStar within the gel was negligible when the amount of DNA loaded was below 800ng. The bands of interest were identified by comparing them to a 1kb DNA ladder (PE-QGOLD 1kb DNA-Leiter, PEQLAB Biotechnologie GmbH, Erlangen, Germany), which was run in parallel. The band of interest was then cut out with a scalpel, weighed and the finally the DNA was isolated with a MinElute gel extraction kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer directions.

2.6.7 Chemical transformation

A chemical transformation of BL21 chemically competent bacteria (Sigma, Seelze, Germany) was conducted when an existing or newly ligated plasmid needed to be amplified. The chemically competent cells were thawed on ice and 50µL thereof were aliquoted. 50-100ng DNA were added to the aliquoted bacteria, while keeping the samples on ice. The control transformations included ligations which were conducted without the presence of an insert. This preparation was then left on ice for 30 minutes, after which the bacteria were exposed to a 42°C heat shock lasting 1 minute and a subsequent 2 minute incubation on ice. 1mL of LB medium was then added and the bacterial cells were allowed to incubate at 37°C for 45 minutes. 150µL of the bacterial suspension were then plated on agar plates containing the appropriate selective antibiotic (all LEGO constructs encode kanamycin resistance). The agar plates were incubated over-night at 37°C. The following day, colonies were picked and grown over-night while shaking at 37°C. Finally, the over-night cultures were spun-down and the DNA was extracted with a MiniPrep kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany).
2.6.8 The ReFlex software package

The ReFlex software package was used to calculate relative FRET efficiencies of all LEGO constructs expressed in HeLaSS6 cells. The cells were measured as described on page 19 and the results were exported with the FACSDiva software in flow cytometry standard (FCS) files of version 2.0. Several variables were then used for the FRET efficiency estimation by the ReFlex software, which is based on algorithms introduced in [88] and further applied in [85]. The equation array 2.1 lists the three different types of intensities detected from each sample, where $\lambda_{\text{exD}}, \lambda_{\text{exA}}$ respectively refer to excitation of the donor or acceptor and $\lambda_{\text{emD}}, \lambda_{\text{emA}}$ to the respective emission collected from the donor or the acceptor fluorochrome.

$$
\begin{align*}
I_1 &= I_{\lambda_{\text{exD}}, \lambda_{\text{emD}}} \\
I_2 &= I_{\lambda_{\text{exD}}, \lambda_{\text{emA}}} \\
I_3 &= I_{\lambda_{\text{exA}}, \lambda_{\text{emA}}} 
\end{align*}
(2.1)
$$

The wavelengths of the various $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{em}}$ are shown in table 2.1 on page 19. To account for the spectral bleed-through the $S_1$ and $S_3$ correction factors shown in equation 2.2 were calculated based on cells expressing only the donor fluorochrome (ECFP). Similarly, the $S_2$ and $S_4$ correction factors, also shown in equation 2.2, were determined using emission obtained from cells expressing the acceptor (Venus) only.

$$
S_1 = \frac{I_2}{I_1}, S_3 = \frac{I_3}{I_1}, S_2 = \frac{I_2}{I_3}, S_4 = \frac{I_1}{I_3}
(2.2)
$$

Intensity readings from untransfected cells were used to correct the background emission. With correction factors $S_{1-4}$ in place, the three types of emission $I_{1-3}$ obtained from cells expressing the LEGO constructs can then be described as shown in equation 2.3.

$$
\begin{align*}
I_1 &= I_D(1 - E) + I_A S_4 + \frac{S_4}{S_2} I_D E \alpha \\
I_2 &= I_D(1 - E) S_1 + I_A S_2 + I_D E \alpha \\
I_3 &= I_D(1 - E) S_3 + I_A + \frac{S_3}{S_1} I_D E \alpha
\end{align*}
(2.3)$$
In equation 2.3 the quenched donor intensity is termed as $I_D$, while $I_A$ describes the intensity of the directly excited acceptor. For $I_1$ only the first term was of interest, since the remaining part was zero due to the fact that no donor emission was obtained upon excitation of the acceptor in cells expressing only the acceptor, i.e. $S_4 = 0$. Furthermore, $I_2$ of equation 2.3, takes into account that aside from acceptor sensitized emission there are also the donor bleed-through and the emission of the directly excited acceptor fluorochrome. Lastly, $I_3$ contains emission that is generated upon direct excitation of the acceptor, which includes the donor “spill-over” into the acceptor emission, the acceptor emission due to its direct excitation and sensitized emission due to FRET. Combined, the three types of emission can also be expressed as shown in equation 2.4.

$$C = \frac{E}{1 - E} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \left[ \frac{I_2 - S_2 I_3}{(1 - (S_3/S_1) S_2) I_1 - S_1} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.4)}$$

It follows then that the efficiency of the energy transfer can be calculated by equation 2.5.

$$E = \frac{C}{1 + C}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.5)}$$

The $\alpha$ value shown in equations 2.3 and 2.4 is a proportionality factor that corrects for the different detection efficiencies for the donor and acceptor emission. For a given experimental setup $\alpha$ is a constant and can be determined experimentally [54,85,88]. In this work, the $\alpha$ constant was not derived. Instead a value was chosen so that the resulting relative FRET efficiency would be between 25 – 30%, as determined in adherent cells via APB. Since $\alpha$ remains unchanged, its estimation was not necessary, while a comparison of the relative FRET efficiencies of the individual LEGO constructs was still possible.

### 2.6.9 The phalloidin stain

The phalloidin stain was used to visualize the filamentous network of the actin cytoskeleton [75]. Coverslips of 12mm diameter, coated with the FRETing Matrix,
were placed in a 12-well plate (Nunc, Wiesbaden, Germany). RMCD cells were then allowed to adhere onto the coverslips over-night. Phalloidin conjugated to FITC was used (Molecular Probes Invitrogen GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) to prevent spectral overlap with the Cy3 emission. The phalloidin stain is detailed in the table 2.7.

---

### The Phalloidin Stain

1. Wash cells 1x with the imaging buffer outlined in table 2.8
2. Incubate cells in 4% PFA for 10 minutes.
3. Wash 1x with imaging buffer.
4. Permeabilize cells for 5 minutes with 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS.
5. Place coverslip on a FITC-phalloidin (50 – 200nM final concentration) drop (20µL).
6. Incubate for 30 minutes.
7. Place coverslip back into the 12-well plate and wash 3x with imaging buffer.
8. Add mounting medium (Mowiol) on slide and mount the coverslip.

**Table 2.7:** Fixation and staining of RMCD cells with FITC-phalloidin.
## 2.7 Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Live cell imaging buffer (10x)</td>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>80g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>4g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KH$_2$PO$_4$</td>
<td>0.6g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgCl$_2$·6H$_2$O</td>
<td>1g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O</td>
<td>1g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NaHCO$_3$</td>
<td>3.5g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na$_2$HPO$_4$</td>
<td>0.48g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CaCl$_2$·2H$_2$O</td>
<td>1.85g</td>
<td>Adjust pH to 7.4 prior to adding CaCl$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On day of imaging, the following components were added to the 1x preparation:
- D-glucose 1.7g
- BSA 0.5 mg/mL
- Hepes

### Loading Buffer (3x)
- EDTA, 0.5M 2 mL
- Sucrose 6g
- Bromophenol Blue, 2% 0.2 mL
- Xylene Cyanole, 2% 0.2 mL
- Ficoll 400 0.2g

Adjust with H$_2$O to final volume of 10 mL

### PBS(10x)
- NaCl 80g
- KCl 2g
- Na$_2$HPO$_4$·12H$_2$O 36.3g
- KH$_2$PO$_4$ 2.4g
- H$_2$O 800 mL

Adjust the pH to 7.4. Adjust final volume to 1 L with H$_2$O. Store at room temperature.

### PFA (4%)
- PFA 20g
- H$_2$O 400 mL

Add NaOH dropwise until solution becomes transparent. Mix well and cool on ice. Adjust pH to 7.3 and bring up volume to 500 mL with H$_2$O. Sterile filter the solution and store at −20°C.

### TBE(10x)
- Tris 108g
- Boric acid 55g
- H$_2$O 900 mL
- Na$_2$EDTA, 0.5M, pH 8.0 40 mL

Adjust volume to 1 L with H$_2$O

Table 2.8: Recipes for solutions prepared for the respective experiments.
Chapter 3

Results

3.1 LEGO

The fidelity of the final eleven constructs was verified through enzymatic test digests (enzymes are indicated at the top of figure 2.2) and by sequencing in the 3’ or 5’ direction from within the α helix or RBD fragments using primers outlined in chapter 2 (page 28). The respective DNA vectors were then transfected into adherent mammalian cells with a lipofection reagent (refer to page 27) and visualized with a confocal laser scanning microscope (CSLM) (also see table 3.1).

3.1.1 Lambda scan showed ECFP and Venus specific emission peaks

λ spectral scans were conducted on adherent cells expressing a LEGO construct and the presence of ECFP emission and Venus sensitized emission was confirmed. An example of such a measurement is shown in figure 3.1. The donor (ECFP) was excited at λ = 405 nm and the emission was recorded in 20 overlapping, 10 nm-wide emission windows so that ultimately a total emission range of 438 – 608 nm was measured. As evidenced in figure 3.1, two emission peaks were detected. The first peak occurs at 478 nm and the second one at 526 nm, which closely match those of ECFP and Venus, respectively. For comparison, the published excitation and emission spectra [33] of ECFP and EYFP are shown in figure 3.2. Beyond the
Figure 3.1: A λ-scan was performed on a HeLaSS6 cell expressing LEGO1 (A). The emission window of 438 – 608nm was subdivided into 20 overlapping, 10nm-wide windows. The respective emission was recorded sequentially upon λ = 405nm excitation and displayed on a intensity versus wavelength plot (B) to reveal any possible emission maxima occurring within the 438 – 608nm emission window. The lines in B correspond to the region of interest of the same color shown in A from which the emission was analyzed.

Figure 3.2: The excitation and emission spectra of ECFP and EYFP [33].
emission maxima of ECFP and EYFP, figure 3.2 further illustrates the spectral overlap that occurs between the ECFP and EYFP emission. This was of concern in later experiments (page 38) when the aim was to simultaneously collect donor emission and acceptor sensitized emission. The $\lambda$ scans revealed the emission peaks and also the overall broadness of emission for the respective fluorochrome. Using this information, it was then possible to establish emission windows that ensured low spectral overlap, but allowed for enough light to be collected in order to obtain a good signal to noise ratio (see table 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECFP excitation : 458nm (Kr-Ar laser)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECFP emission window : 468 – 493nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus emission window : 515 – 580nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective : 63x oil immersion, NA 1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Selected acquisition settings used to collect emission generated by LEGO constructs.

### 3.1.2 Acceptor photobleaching revealed presence of FRET

The presence of FRET and estimation of the FRET efficiency in adherent cells expressing a LEGO construct was also determined via acceptor photobleaching (APB). This method relies on the fact that the donor emission is quenched when resonance energy transfer (RET) is taking place. Therefore, photo-destruction or bleaching of only the acceptor in such a scenario will result in de-quenching of the donor fluorochrome. When donor emission is collected before and after photobleaching, while keeping the acquisition settings the same (see table 3.1), then the FRET efficiency can be calculated according to equation 3.1 shown in figure 3.3 [10, 98]. In equation 3.1, $E$ refers to the FRET efficiency, while $D_{pre}$ and $D_{post}$ represent the donor emissions before and after acceptor photobleaching, respectively.

In sections A and B of figure 3.3 the donor emission and acceptor sensitized emission before APB are shown, respectively. After APB, the acceptor sensitized emission was
drastically reduced (figure 3.3D), while the donor emission increased slightly (figure 3.3C). In section E of the same figure is the image which results when the FRET efficiency is calculated according to equation 3.1. To better visualize the difference in FRET efficiency between the bleached and unbleached area, a surface plot is shown in section F of figure 3.3. Section F was generated with ImageJ and is based on the intensity values shown in section E. In other words, in addition to the x and y coordinates, every pixel received a third dimension, z, in which the intensity values are displayed. As before, the same colortable was used to enhance the contrast.

3.1.3 Ratiometric Imaging of Cells Expressing LEGO Constructs

The ratiometric method may be used to visualize FRET when the donor to acceptor ratio is constant [10,102]. This is the case in all LEGO constructs, which are single-molecule FRET biosensors where the donor to acceptor ratio is always 1 : 1. The ratiometric approach relies on the fact that an increase in sensitized emission due to higher FRET efficiency is always coupled with a decrease in donor emission. Since the donor to acceptor ratio is fixed, it cannot be, for example, that an apparent increase in sensitized emission is due to higher accumulation of acceptor molecules only.

HeLaSS6 cells were grown in 24-well plates and transfected with the respective LEGO constructs. The cells were then fixed and imaged 18−24 hrs after transfection, using the settings outlined in table 3.1. The Venus/CFP ratio was calculated for eleven different cells per LEGO construct measured and is summarized in figure 3.4. The eleven individual ratios were then used to generate one normalized, cumulative frequency versus ratio histogram for each LEGO construct. One such example is shown for LEGO5 in figure 3.5. Since the cumulative histogram showed a strong tendency toward a normal distribution, a Gaussian fit (equation 3.2 in figure 3.5) was attempted and a successful non-linear curve fit was reached. Based on this curve
Figure 3.3: A RMCD cell expressing the LEGO1 construct. In A the ECFP (donor) emission is shown, while in B the sensitized emission of Venus (acceptor) upon donor excitation ($\lambda = 458\text{nm}$) is shown. ECFP emission and Venus sensitized emission after acceptor photo-bleaching (APB) with $\lambda = 514\text{nm}$ are shown in C and D, respectively. Shown in E is the resulting FRET efficiency calculated according to equation (3.1), where $E$ is the FRET efficiency, $D_{\text{pre}}$ the donor before APB and $D_{\text{post}}$ the donor after APB. To further emphasize the difference in FRET efficiency between the bleached and the unbleached area of the cell a surface plot (F) was generated based on the intensity values in E.

$$E = \frac{D_{\text{post}} - D_{\text{pre}}}{D_{\text{post}}}$$ (3.1)
Results

Figure 3.4: Donor and sensitized acceptor emission upon direct excitation of the donor ($\lambda_{ex} = 458\, nm$) were collected from 11 cells for each of the LEGO constructs (LEGO1-11). The acceptor sensitized emission was then divided by the donor emission to produce the overview shown here.
Figure 3.5: The data obtained from cells transfected with LEGO 5 (see figure 3.4) suggested a normal distribution, when visualized on a frequency vs. ratio scatter-plot. A non-linear (Gaussian) regression (equation 3.2) was applied to eventually successfully model the distribution of the experimental data. For this particular example $\mu = 0.859$ and $\sigma = 0.121$. These values were then used to generate figure (3.6), while taking into account the number of cells measured ($n$) to calculate the standard error.

\[
Y = \text{Amplitude}^{-0.5} \left( \frac{\ln \left( \frac{\text{Ratio}}{\mu} \right)}{\sigma} \right) \tag{3.2}
\]
fit and on the number of cells measured, the mean ratio and the corresponding standard error were calculated. The resulting values are visualized in figure 3.6. Overall, the FRET efficiency decreases with an increase in LEGO number. The

![Figure 3.6](image)

**Figure 3.6:** The mean ratio and standard error ($n = 11$ for each bar) determined from the non-linear regression illustrated in figure 3.5 for each LEGO construct are shown.

The simplest approach to model this decrease is to conduct a linear regression (shown in figure 3.7 of the values in figure 3.6). The linear regression revealed a significant tendency for a decrease in FRET efficiency with an increase in LEGO number (i.e. an increase in the $\alpha$ helix positioned between the donor and acceptor fluorochrome). However, upon a closer look, there are several problems with the linear regression model. The variability of the mean ratios along the line of best fit should be the same and no clustering should occur. To test for this a graph was prepared to illustrate the vertical distances (residuals) above and below the line of best fit. Figure 3.8 showed a cluster at LEGO9-11, where differences were low, in comparison to LEGO1-4, 6-8. Furthermore, the residuals appeared not to be randomly scattered about the line of best fit, but seem to follow the pattern of a dampened sinusoidal line. To verify these concerns, a larger number of cells per LEGO construct needed to be measured, in order to obtain a more robust reading about the true mean value of the Venus/CFP...
Figure 3.7: Linear regression of the mean ratios obtained from each LEGO construct. The same values as in figure 3.6 were plotted and a linear regression was conducted. The slope of the resulting line ($r^2 = 0.833$) is non-zero (P value < 0.0001) and negative. The dashed green lines demarcate the 95% confidence interval.

3.1.4 Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) of LEGO-transfected cells

Flow cytometry information obtained from untransfected and transfected HeLaSS6 cells was organized with the *BD FACSDiva* software in three types of dot plots summarized in table 3.2 and shown in figure 3.9, where they are arranged by the type of transfection. Light scatter information obtained from untransfected cells

| 1. SSC-A vs. FSC-A               |
| 2. Venus Violet-A vs. CFP-A      |
| 3. Venus blue-A vs. CFP-A        |

Table 3.2: Types of plots used to visualize flow cytometry data with the *BD FACSDiva* software.

was used to generate a SSC-A vs. FSC-A dot plot in which the population of viable cells was selected and labeled as *P1* (figure 3.9A). The cells outlined by this gate
were used for all further measurements and are shown in D, G and J of figure 3.9. In the middle column of this figure are cells from the P1 population described in terms of their acceptor sensitized emission ($\lambda_{ex} = 407\text{nm}$)\(^1\) vs. donor emission ($\lambda_{ex} = 407\text{nm}$). Four quadrants (Q) were setup such that untransfected cells are found only in Q3 (B), indicating that negligible or no ECFP or Venus emission is present. ECFP only and Venus only transfected cells are shown in E and H of figure 3.9, respectively, where ECFP emission appears in Q4 and Venus emission appears in Q1. This distribution of the untransfected cells and cells transfected with the fluorescent controls indicated that a successful compensation with the BD FACSDiva software for the ECFP and Venus spectral overlap (also refer to figures 3.1 and 3.2) was achieved. These compensation settings were then applied for the remaining measurements of the LEGO-expressing cells, which localized in Q2 of the Venus violet-A vs. CFP-A dot plot (and example is shown in figure 3.9K). In the right column of figure 3.9 are dot plots based on the acceptor ($\lambda_{ex} = 488\text{nm}$) vs. donor emission ($\lambda_{ex} = 407\text{nm}$). C indicates that untransfected cells show neither

\(^1\lambda_{ex}\) is the wavelength at which the respective acceptor or donor molecule was excited. Refer to table 2.1 on page 19 for the precise filter setup.
Venus nor ECFP emission, whereas F and I show the ECFP and Venus emission of cells expressing either the ECFP or Venus control. Cells shown in L express LEGO2 and emission of Q2 (shown in K) is colored blue, purple and yellow.

### 3.1.5 Estimation of the relative FRET efficiency from flow cytometry data

The relative FRET efficiency exhibited by the respective LEGO constructs was calculated with the ReFlex software package, which employs the algorithm outlined in [85]. The emission of directly excited Venus was plotted against that of directly excited ECFP (figure 3.10A). There, the region emphasized in blue shows the cells that were selected for the calculation of the relative FRET efficiency. Listed in table 3.3 is the number of cells used from each treatment to calculate the relative FRET efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfection Type</th>
<th>LEGO only</th>
<th>LEGO+RhoAT19N</th>
<th>LEGO+RhoAG14N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEGO n</td>
<td>67690</td>
<td>105357</td>
<td>49058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>111040</td>
<td>109201</td>
<td>43373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>105357</td>
<td>125361</td>
<td>49058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>109201</td>
<td>125361</td>
<td>54243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>43373</td>
<td>51150</td>
<td>54243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>49058</td>
<td>54243</td>
<td>54243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29640</td>
<td>40115</td>
<td>49058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22524</td>
<td>24411</td>
<td>54243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>38880</td>
<td>54783</td>
<td>22524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>43235</td>
<td>59036</td>
<td>22524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>32855</td>
<td>37597</td>
<td>22524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3.3: Number of cells measured per treatment. |

Another way to visualize the cells used to determine the FRET efficiency is to plot the FRET efficiency vs. the emission of the directly excited donor (3.10B). From this perspective it can be seen that the error in the FRET efficiency estimation increases as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the ECFP emission decreases. Therefore, cells with low expression level of the respective construct were disregarded. Additionally,
Figure 3.9: Untransfected HeLaSS6 cells (A-C), as well as cells expressing ECFP only (D-F), Venus only (G-I) or the respective LEGO construct (LEGO2 is shown in J-L), were measured with a fluorescence activated cell sorter (FACS). Dot-plots were generated to visualize the cell populations based on their size (FSC-A: forward light scatter), cell internal fine structure and granularity (SSC-A: 90° side light scatter), ECFP emission upon $\lambda = 407\text{nm}$ excitation (CFP-A: emission filter 410 – 490nm without a long-pass filter), Venus sensitized emission upon $\lambda = 407\text{nm}$ excitation (Venus Violet-A: emission filter 545 – 625nm with long-pass filter at 526nm) and Venus emission upon $\lambda = 488\text{nm}$ excitation (Venus blue-A: emission filter 500 – 560nm with a 502nm long-pass filter).
cells expressing the constructs at an excessively high level were also disregarded due to artifacts arising from the high expression levels of the FRET biosensor or the respective RhoA mutants. Figure 3.10C illustrates the final cell population used for estimation of the relative FRET efficiency.

![Figure 3.10](image)

**Figure 3.10:** Properties of cells chosen for calculation of relative FRET efficiency.

According to the experimental design, an increase in LEGO number correlates with an increase in the distance between the donor and the acceptor and is accompanied by a simultaneous change in of the dipole orientation. In figure 3.11 the relative FRET efficiency was plotted against the respective LEGO. It is apparent that with an increase in LEGO number an overall decrease in FRET efficiency takes place. However, the decrease in FRET efficiency does not follow the pattern as shown in figure 1.6A. Instead, the decrease is biphasic. Two FRET efficiency increases between LEGO1 and 2 and between LEGO5 and 8 are followed by a subsequent decrease in
FRET efficiency. This indicates that the decrease in FRET efficiency shown in figure 3.11 is not dependent on the increase in distance between the donor and acceptor fluorochrome alone.

The goal of the LEGO project was to generate a FRET biosensor with the task to report on the intracellular activity state of the RhoA GTPase. Moreover, the dynamic detection range of this biosensor was to be optimized toward maximum sensitivity by rationally altering the distance and orientation between the donor and acceptor molecules. In other words, the ideal biosensor would exhibit the highest difference between the RhoA GTPase bound versus unbound state. The sensitivity of the eleven LEGO biosensors was tested in a further set of experiments, in which a FACS analysis was performed on cells co-transfected with the respective LEGO and dominant negative RhoA (RhoA_{T19N}) or LEGO with constitutively active RhoA (RhoA_{G14V}). In the first scenario the biosensor was unbound, whereas in the second
Results

it was bound. Presumably these two states correlate with two different conformations of the FRET biosensor and thereby with two different FRET efficiencies. The result of this set of experiments is shown in figure 3.12, where the relative FRET efficiency is plotted against the respective LEGO. The two different treatments per LEGO construct are indicated by a black square, which represents a co-transfection with RhoA<sub>T19N</sub> and a red triangle representing a co-transfection with RhoA<sub>G14V</sub>.

Overall, the FRET efficiency in figure 3.12 decreases in a bi-phasic manner resembling the pattern and relative magnitude seen in figure 3.11. The difference in FRET efficiency between the bound and the unbound scenario for each individual LEGO construct can be appreciated in figure 3.12. While the difference between the two states is high in LEGO1, 5, 8-10, it is entirely absent for LEGO2 and 4.

Interestingly, LEGO10 is better than LEGO2 at reporting differences in FRET efficiency between the bound and unbound state, even though its FRET efficiency is two-fold less than that of LEGO2. Furthermore, the change in FRET efficiency between the two states in LEGO10 in light of its maximum FRET efficiency is highest when compared to all other constructs.

Figure 3.13 illustrates the difference in FRET efficiency between the RhoA unbound (A, B) and bound (C, D) state of LEGO10. A shift toward the blue part of the colortable is apparent in A and C and is further emphasized in the form of the respective histograms.

3.2 FRETing Matrix

While the establishment of a FRET-based biosensor for the detection of the biochemical signaling leading up to generation of intracellular force was the aim of the LEGO project, the task of the FRETing Matrix was to report on the extension of this intracellular force in the form of extracellular force that cells exert on the substrate on which they adhere. According to the experimental model (figure 2.5), due
Figure 3.12: Relative FRET efficiency (E) of cells co-transfected with either LEGO and RhoA$_{T19N}$ (black squares) or LEGO and RhoA$_{G14V}$ (red triangles).
Figure 3.13: HeLaSS6 cell co-transfected with LEGO10 and RhoA_{T19N} is shown in A with the respective histogram in B. In C and D is a HeLaSS6 cell co-transfected with LEGO10 and RhoA_{G14V} and the resulting histogram, respectively.
to the absence of a criterion or selective pressure affecting the distribution of the differently labeled Fn within the Fn-coat, the FRET efficiency was predicted to be the same throughout the coat. However, once cells are allowed to attach to the FRETing Matrix, they would reorganize it and thereby cause local changes in the FRET efficiency, the extent of which would be correlated to the force exerted by the cells. The following results characterize the FRETing Matrix as an extra-cellular force detector and ultimately relate it to the intracellular biochemical signaling visualized by the LEGO sensors.

3.2.1 Lambda scan shows Cy3 and Cy5 emission peaks

A Fn coat was prepared as illustrated in figure 2.5. The spectral properties of the resulting FRETing Matrix were first characterized with a λ-scan on a CLSM. Images generated during the one such scan are shown in figure 3.14A, which summarizes the consecutive emissions collected in 10nm-wide emission windows between 558 and 703nm upon a $\lambda = 543nm$ excitation. The intensity in that figure peaks twice with an increase in the emission wave length observed through the respective emission window. To better localize the emission peaks, the average intensity of each window was estimated and plotted versus the respective wavelength (figure 3.14B). Emission maxima were revealed at $\lambda_1 = 556nm$ and $\lambda_2 = 670nm$. This finding is in agreement with published Cy3 and Cy5 spectral data shown in figure 3.15 and is indicative of the presence of these dyes and their proper function as such.

3.2.2 Acceptor photobleaching reveals the high FRET efficiency of the FRETing Matrix

Acceptor photobleaching was conducted to determine the FRET efficiency of the FRETing Matrix. An exemplary result is shown in figure 3.16. Part A and B of this figure show the donor (Cy3) emission before and after acceptor photobleaching, respectively. Equation 3.3 was applied to calculate the FRET efficiency image, which
Figure 3.14: A λ-scan was conducted during which a FRETing Matrix preparation was excited at λ = 543nm. The emission was collected in 30 overlapping windows of 10 nm width covering 558 – 703 nm. In A all 30 recordings are shown with the respective mean wavelength of the emission window at which they were recorded. The plot shown in B reveals the Cy3 (566 nm) and Cy5 (670 nm) emission peaks.
reported a average FRET efficiency of 54% in the section where the acceptor was bleached.

3.2.3 Ratiometric imaging of the FRETing Matrix

A more rapid and less invasive method for establishing differences in FRET efficiency is the ratiometric method. As outlined previously in the LEGO project (page 39), for this method the acceptor sensitized emission is divided by the donor emission. Since the increase in sensitized emission is coupled to a decrease or quenching of the donor emission, the ratio would then be indicative of the relative FRET efficiency in the field of view being investigated. To test this hypothesis a NIH/3T3 cell was allowed to adhere to the FRETing Matrix and the donor emission and acceptor sensitized emission was collected, both of which are shown in figure 3.17A and B, respectively. The ratio was then computed and is shown in section C of that figure. The interference reflection microscopy (IRM) image was also collected in a sequential scan and is shown in D. When the ventral membrane of a cell is observed in IRM-mode, adhesion sites will appear darker because they are in close proximity to the substrate. The darkest areas in D correspond to the most red regions shown in C. Overall, the highest relative FRET efficiencies are present at tensegrity points [31, 32], which are characterized by more pronounced (darker) adhesions sites. The difference in FRET efficiency in areas to which the cell has no access and where
Figure 3.16: Cy3 emission before (A) and after (B) acceptor-photobleaching. In C and D are different representations of the FRET efficiency which was calculated to be 54% according to equation 3.3.

\[
E = \frac{D_{\text{post}} - D_{\text{pre}}}{D_{\text{post}}} = 54\%
\]  

(3.3)
the FRETing Matrix is undisturbed is negligible as it is three-fold less than the maximum relative FRET efficiency displayed at adhesion sites.

**Figure 3.17:** A NIH/3T3 cell grown overnight on the FRETing Matrix. Cy3 emission (A) and Cy5 sensitized emission (B) were collected upon Cy3 excitation ($\lambda = 543\,nm$). The Cy5/Cy3-ratio is shown in C. Interference reflection microscopy was used to visualize points of close contact (darker regions) between the cell and the substrate (D).

Further cells were imaged to test whether the ratiometric method faithfully reports on the variation in FRET efficiency. In addition to calculating the ratiometric image, the acceptor was photobleached so that a FRET efficiency image could be derived according to equation 3.1. An example is shown in figure 3.18, where the donor emission and acceptor sensitized emission before acceptor photobleaching are shown
in A and B and after in C and D. In E is the ratio image, whereas in F the APB image. Section H, which is a magnified version of the bleached area in F, was produced by adjusting the color table in F so that only the intensities in the second peak of the shown histogram are displayed. At this point H revealed similarities with G, which shows the ratio information of the same area. I was generated by applying an intensity-based co-localization algorithm. An overlay between I and the IRM image J is shown in K, which showed that both the Venus/ECFP and APB methods pointed to higher FRET efficiencies exhibited at cell adhesion sites.

### 3.2.4 The high FRET efficiency patterns localize along stress fibers

The actin cytoskeleton plays a major role in the establishment of cell shape and therefore its biological function. Stress fibers are components of the actin cytoskeleton and are anchored in cell adhesion sites. In figure 3.19 an RMCD cell was imaged which had been allowed to grow on the FRETing Matrix and was subsequently stained with FITC phalloidin. Section A of this figure shows the Cy5/Cy3 ratio, while in B is the FITC phalloidin emission. C represents the overlay of A (red) and B (green). The highest relative FRET efficiency spots are located at ends of stress fibers. Incidentally, the size of a stress fiber is dependent on the force that is applied through it. The stress fibers ending in ratio spots where the FRET efficiency is highest have the highest FITC emission.

### 3.2.5 The onset of force exertion during cell spreading can be visualized with the FRETing Matrix

Following division, cells explore their environment, generate new adhesion sites and spread. The force exerted during initial stages of cell-substrate adhesion formation was monitored with the FRETing Matrix. Summaries thereof are provided in figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23, which show different aspects of three exemplary B16F1 cells that stably express GFP:actin. The number in the upper-left corner of the individual
Figure 3.18: Cy3 emission (A) and Cy5 sensitized emission (B) of a FRETing Matrix on top of which a cell has adhered. The same area is shown after acceptor photo-bleaching, where C is the Cy3 emission and D is the Cy5 sensitized emission. The pre-bleaching Cy5/Cy3 ratio is shown in E and the FRET efficiency of the bleached area (white rectangle) is shown in F. G and H are magnified areas from E and F, respectively. However, the color table in H was adjusted to show only the second peak of the histogram showing the intensity distribution of F (shown to the right of F). I shows colocalization of features in G and H. The IRM image (J) is shown to visualize areas of substrate contact. K is an overlay between I and J.
Figure 3.19: A RMCD cell was allowed to adhere to the FRETing Matrix and was subsequently stained with FITC-phalloidin. The high FRET efficiency pattern is shown in A. In B is shown the resulting FITC-phalloidin image after application of a low frequency band pass filter. The overlay is shown in C, where FITC-phalloidin is shown in green and the Cy5/Cy3 ratio in red.

images comprising figures 3.20 and 3.21 refers to the time (minutes) at which the images was recorded. Cell spreading was monitored with IRM and is shown in figure 3.20. Based on the degree of cell polarization and generation of dark adhesion spots, it is apparent that the lower two cells start spreading before the upper cell.

The delayed spreading of the upper cell can also be seen in figure 3.21, in which the overlay between GFP:actin (green) and the Cy5/Cy3 ratio (red) is shown. 120 minutes after the onset of imaging the central cell begins to modify the arrangement of the FRETing Matrix so that a high FRET efficiency spot begins to emerge in its upper left corner. In time the high FRET efficiency spots increase in number and intensify in the lower two cells. The upper cell begins to spread and polarize at 280 minutes at which time it starts to generate faint high FRET efficiency spots.

The same cells are shown once again, but at a higher magnification, in figure 3.22 to gain a better appreciation for the cell membrane protrusion (GFP:actin) and appearance and dynamics of the high FRET efficiency spots as the cells polarize during cell-spreading. In time, the membrane of the lower-left cell protrudes laterally (toward the left). At 208 minutes the high FRET efficiency spot is not at the left tip of this cells’ membrane. However, by the 272nd minute, the high FRET efficiency spot has reached the left membrane tip. Then, at 288 minutes the left part of this cell
Figure 3.20: Three B16F1 cells expressing GFP:actin were allowed to adhere onto the FRETing Matrix in a “touch-down” experiment. Interference-reflection microscopy was used to monitor the progression of cell adhesion. The number in the upper-left corner indicates the time (minutes) at which the respective image was recorded.
Figure 3.21: The same cells as in figure 3.20 are shown. However, in this figure the GFP:actin (green) and high FRET efficiency pattern (red) is shown.
begins to protrude more rapidly, leaving the high FRET efficiency spots behind once again. This dynamic interplay between cell protrusion and the localization of the high FRET efficiency spots is investigated more closely in figure 3.23. The Cy5/Cy3 ratio is shown in sections A, the upper row of C and in the upper row of section D. Furthermore, the GFP:actin emission is shown in B and the lower rows of C and D. In G is the overlay of the ratio (red) and GFP:actin (green) signal. Taken together, sections C and G visualize how during cell spreading the GFP:actin signal protrudes first and is then followed by subsequent increase in FRET efficiency (also illustrated in E). D emphasizes the fact that the FRETing Matrix can report transient changes in its FRET efficiency. As the GFP:actin signal increases and decreases, there is also an increase, followed by a decrease in FRET efficiency (the latter is also shown in F).

3.2.6 High FRET efficiency spots correlate with actin stress fibers during cell migration

A process that might ensue following cell spreading is cell migration. Force exertion during cell migration was investigated in B16F1 cells stably transfected with GFP:actin and is summarized in figures 3.24 and 3.25. The first of these two figures illustrates a whole cell view at the starting (0 minutes) and end point (10 minutes). Three different aspects of this cell were recorded over time as it migrated toward the lower-left direction: IRM (A, B), GFP:actin (C, D) and the Cy5/Cy3 ratio (E, F). Shown in G and H is the overlay between the GFP:actin emission (green) and Cy5/Cy3 ratio (red) at time points 0 and 10 minutes, respectively. Once more (compare with figure 3.19), high FRET efficiency spots localized along and most often at the ends of actin stress fibers. This finding also parallels earlier observations shown in figure 3.17.

Figure 3.25 illustrates the events taking place in figure 3.24 at a greater magnification. All sections of this figure are overlays between GFP:actin and the Cy5/Cy3
Figure 3.22: The same cells as in figures 3.20 and 3.21 are shown at a higher magnification to better demonstrate the actin cytoskeleton and high FRET efficiency pattern dynamics.
Figure 3.23: A and B show the Cy5/Cy3 ratio and GFP intensity (B16F1-GFP:Actin cell line) images, respectively, at 0 minutes. C and D are zoomed-in areas, where the top row represents the Cy5/Cy3 ratio and the bottom row the GFP intensity. E shows the increase in the ratio (i.e. FRET efficiency) over time, whereas F illustrates an example where a transient increase in FRET efficiency occurs. G represents the overlay between the GFP and Cy5/Cy3 ratio shown in C and shows that cell expansion due to actin polymerization occurs prior to exertion of force.

ratio. Shown in the upper-left corner is the cell at the onset of migration, while in the lower-right corner is the same cell at 10 minutes later. In-between are six images that were recorded in 2 minute intervals and which represent enlargements of the area indicated in red. This red rectangle is stationary in the two low-magnification images and also serves as an orientation marker to show that the cell migrates in the lower-left direction. In time, a collapse of the most outer (upper-right) actin stress fibers takes place. Simultaneously, new stress fibers are created or emphasized, some of which are labeled with 1, 2 and 3. For example, the stress fiber the associated high FRET efficiency spot indicated by the arrow next to the letter b in the 0 minutes frame completely disappears after 6 minutes. The letter a points out a stress fiber and the associated high FRET ratio further inward within the cell. This ratio spot persists longer than the one in b, but also disappears as the associated stress fiber collapses. The numbers 1, 2 and 3 indicate anchoring points that connect to form a triangular stress fiber formation. As the cell moves downward, the anchoring point at 1 exerts force on the FRETing Matrix such that a high FRET efficiency spot
Figure 3.24: A B16F1 cell expressing GFP:Actin migrates on the FRETing Matrix. In A and B is the interference reflection microscopy view at 0 and 10 min, respectively. Similarly, C and D show the GFP:actin and E and F the Cy5/Cy3 ratio, respectively at the two different time points. G and H are overlays of the GFP:actin and Cy5/Cy3 ratio at 0 and 10 min, respectively.
3.2.7 RhoA GTPase is involved in the patterning of the high FRET ratio spots

The dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton underly the control of the RhoA GTPase. The involvement of RhoA GTPase in the formation and patterning of the high FRET ratio spots is laid out in figure 3.26. Two different cell types are shown: sections A-F are NIH/3T3 cells, while sections G-L are B16F1 cells. Both cell types were either co-transfected with GFP:actin and RhoA\textsubscript{G14V} (shown in A-C and G-I), the constitutively active form of RhoA. The two cell types were additionally co-transfected with GFP:actin and RhoA\textsubscript{T19N}, the dominant negative form of RhoA. In the first column of figure 3.26 the GFP:actin emission is shown after it had been inverted to achieve better contrast. In the middle column of this figure is the Cy5/Cy3 ratio, while in the right column is the overlay between GFP:actin (green) and the Cy5/Cy3 ratio (red). Overexpression of RhoA\textsubscript{G14V} lead to massive stress-fiber formation, while overexpression of RhoA\textsubscript{T19N} resulted in the complete lack thereof. When constitutively active RhoA GTPase was expressed, the high FRET ratio spots were of higher intensity and organized along stress fibers and especially their anchoring points. The opposite was true when the dominant negative RhoA was expressed: the high FRET ratio spots were less intense and more disorganized.
**Figure 3.25**: The same B16F1 cell expressing GFP:Actin as previously shown in figure 3.24 was magnified to better visualize changes in the actin cytoskeleton (green) and the high FRET efficiency pattern (red) over time. Points of interest are indicated with a (with arrow at 0 min) and b (with arrow at 0 min) and 1, 2 and 3. a and b illustrate a reduction in the Cy5/Cy3 ratio as the respective actin stress fiber with which they are associated is disassembled over time (the cell is moving downward and to the left). 1, 2 and 3 point out the formation of a triangular stress fiber structure in time. At 10 min, when the high Cy5/Cy3 ratio has disappeared from a and b, a new high FRET efficiency spot appears at 1, as the cell migrates downward.
Figure 3.26: NIH/3T3 (A-F) and B16F1 (G-L) cells were co-transfected with either GFP:Actin/RhoA_{T19N} (A-C and G-I) or GFP:Actin/RhoA_{G14V} (D-F and J-L), grown on the FRETing Matrix and fixed. In the first and second column the GFP:Actin and Cy5/Cy3 ratio are shown, respectively. The overlay between the two is shown in the third column (GFP:Actin in green and Cy5/Cy3 ratio in red).
Chapter 4

Discussion

An ever-growing number of component proteins involved in the biochemical signaling that controls the morphology and function of the cellular cytoskeleton is being uncovered [28, 70, 103]. To get a better understanding of the role of these proteins, more needs to be learned about the spatiotemporal nature of their function. FRET biosensors are molecules designed to report on the spatiotemporal activity of specific proteins. Time and space-resolved information about the biochemical [50, 52, 53, 99, 102] and as of recent, mechanical signaling [39, 94], can be gained at the sub-cellular level through the application of FRET.

Two FRET biosensors were designed. First, the set of LEGO sensors were created with the goal to visualize the biochemical signaling leading up to intracellular generation of force. Additionally, the influence of dipole distance and orientation between the two visually fluorescent proteins (VFPs) composing the biosensors was investigated. Then, a biosensor was created to visualize mechanical signaling or the force exerted by adherent cells onto the extracellular matrix (ECM).
4.1 LEGO

4.1.1 Transfection and expression

HeLaSS6 cells grown up to 60 or 80% confluency were transfected with the respective LEGO constructs. An expression period of 18-24hrs was allowed in which the cells could express properly folded LEGO constructs in amounts sufficient for examination using CLSM or flow cytometry. Microscopic examination, as well as flow cytometry analysis revealed that the presence of the RBD and the alpha-helical domain was not toxic to the cells, which continued to divide and assume their typical morphology. The fact that the presence of the biosensor was a non-intrusive was expected from previous work characterizing GFP related VFPs, as well as existing FRET biosensors [10, 24, 59, 102].

4.1.2 Lambda scan and APB

Adhering cells expressing LEGO constructs were subjected to λ scans that revealed two emission maxima corresponding with ECFP and Venus, respectively. This finding was of two-fold significance. First, the presence of both peaks indicated that the ECFP and Venus chromophores had properly matured. Furthermore, it needs to be taken into account that the emission collected during the λ scan occurred upon direct excitation of the donor only (λ = 405nm). Therefore, the presence of the second emission peak corresponding to Venus suggested the occurrence of sensitized emission and therefore FRET [18, 40]. The Venus sensitized emission seen in the λ scans was investigated further in APB experiments. Indeed, bleaching of Venus resulted in dequenching of ECFP and confirmed that sensitized emission of Venus seen during the λ scans occurred due to FRET. The non-toxic nature of the LEGO constructs, their proper expression and maturation and the presence of FRET between ECFP and Venus were the desired criteria that allowed for the further investigation of the FRET biosensors in terms of their ability to report on the activity of RhoA.
GTPase.

4.1.3 Ratiometric determination of relative FRET efficiency

In order to establish a RhoA FRET biosensor of the highest sensitivity and dynamic detection range, a method needed to be applied which would enable comparison of the FRET efficiency between the different LEGO constructs. For this purpose, images obtained via CLSM were analyzed by comparing the Venus/ECFP (FRET acceptor/donor) emission ratios obtained from cells expressing the respective LEGO constructs. A comparison of the different ratios was made possible by applying the same microscopy settings during the image acquisition for all constructs.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7, exemplify a comparison of the cumulative ratio calculated from eleven cells for each LEGO. Overall, a decrease in FRET efficiency was observed, which correlated with an increase in length of the α helix and therefore in the distance between the ECFP and Venus fluorochrome. However, a decrease in FRET efficiency, as the one shown in figure 1.6, where the decrease occurs at a rate that is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the distance between the donor and the acceptor, was not seen. A linear regression of the mean values revealed that LEGO4, 7 and 8 are below, above and below, respectively, of the 95% confidence interval of the linear fit (figure 3.7). Taken as a whole, the residuals from the linear fit (figure 3.8) of the mean values of all LEGO constructs seem to follow a dampened sinusoidal behavior, of which LEGO4, 7 and 8 are the maximum amplitudes. This type of periodicity suggested the presence of α helices of varying length in the different LEGO constructs, as they would alter FRET efficiency not only by successively increasing the distance between the donor and the acceptor, but also by changing the respective dipole orientation in a repetitive manner [12]. Yet, the error bars associated with the CLSM measurements did not allow for this conclusion. The low number of cells measured with the CLSM did not allow for a statistically significant analysis of
the dependency of FRET on the expression level of the respective construct. It was necessary to establish the minimum and maximum expression level between which variation in FRET efficiency would be lowest. Flow cytometry was used to measure the necessary number of cells for establishment of such statistics (Also refer to figure 3.10 on page 48B, where those cells were chosen where variation in FRET efficiency was lower. This figure also points out dependency of FRET efficiency and variation thereof on expression level of a LEGO construct).

4.1.4 Flow cytometry

CSLM measurements of 11 cells per LEGO did not suffice to make a definitive statement about differences in FRET efficiency, due to the large standard error that they produced. A possible solution would have been to increase the number of cells measured per LEGO construct. Such an approach would have necessitated CSLM measurement sessions of 12 hrs or more, depending on the number of cells that would have needed to be measured in order to reduce the standard error of the mean. However, equal acquisition settings for all LEGO constructs over such long measurement periods could not have been warranted due to eventual changes in ambient temperature and photo-multiplier settings of the CSLM. Therefore, flow cytometry [54,55,85,88] was used to estimate the relative FRET efficiency exhibited by each of the LEGO constructs. The strength of this method is that it is quicker and more robust, as the 10000 fold amount of cells were measured, when compared to the CLSM method. The high number of cells allowed for a more precise localization of the true mean relative FRET efficiency value and for the exclusion of cells where the FRET efficiency could not bee determined well due to low signal-to-noise ratio or due to overexpression artifacts.
Flow cytometry with cells transfected with LEGO only

First, cells expressing the respective LEGO constructs alone were measured. If FRET efficiency within the constructs were to depend on the donor-acceptor distance alone, then a sigmoidal decrease of FRET efficiency should be observed similar to the theoretical case shown in figure 1.6A, since the length of the α helix increases linearly with an increase in LEGO number.

Overall, a decrease in FRET efficiency did take place in the data obtained from flow cytometry. However, as was the case with CSLM-derived data, the overall decrease in FRET efficiency shown in figure 3.11 is bimodal and not sigmoidal in nature. In several cases (LEGO2, 6-8) a counter-intuitive increase in FRET efficiency occurred with an increase in LEGO number. In other words, the FRET efficiency increased despite of a subsequent increase of the distance between the donor and the acceptor.

The FRET efficiency peaks first at LEGO 2. Then follows a sharp decrease of FRET efficiency between LEGO 3 and 4, which slows at LEGO5, at which point it increases and peaks with LEGO8. Again, as it occurred between LEGO3 and 4 a sharp decrease occurs after the peak at LEGO 8 between LEGO9 and 10, which is then followed by a smaller decrease and reveals a repetitive behavior of the FRET efficiency.

Altogether, the above findings suggest that the donor-acceptor distance was not the only factor affecting the FRET efficiency within the LEGO constructs. Instead, it must be taken into account that as the alpha helix grew in length by 0.15nm after the addition of each amino acid for the respective LEGO constructs the orientation of the N terminus with respect to the C terminus changed by 100° [47, 90]. By extension, this resulted in a change of the dipole orientation between the donor and acceptor molecules. Since the FRET efficiency is dependent upon the respective dipole orientation of the donor and acceptor molecules, it was then to be expected
that the FRET efficiency will change upon rotation of the dipoles induced by the
different alpha helices. Therefore, even though the donor-acceptor distance increases
with successive LEGO number, the dipole orientation was more favorable in the case
of LEGO2 or LEGO6-8, with respect to the preceding LEGO and resulted in a higher
FRET efficiency. In working with DNA helices of differing length, whose 5’ and 3’
ends were labeled with a FRET compatible donor-acceptor pair, Clegg et al. [12]
also detected a bimodal decrease in FRET efficiency with increasing length of the
DNA α helix and conclude that the lack of a sigmoidal decrease in FRET efficiency
is due to the DNA α helix.

**LEGO cotransfected with dominant negative or constitutively active RhoA**

From the onset, the function of the LEGO FRET biosensor relied on the idea that
binding of RhoA GTPase will result in change of conformation of the LEGO con-
struct and therefore a change in FRET efficiency, because the distance and/or ori-
entation between the donor and acceptor dipoles would be changed. This approach
was also successfully applied by Yoshizaki et al. [102]. A single molecule biosensor,
such as LEGO, is more valuable if the change in FRET efficiency due to the binding
of RhoA GTPase, especially with respect to its maximum FRET efficiency, is large.
In other words, larger changes in FRET efficiency relate to a higher sensitivity of
the biosensor and are therefore more easily detected.

To test for the FRET efficiency when the LEGO constructs are unbound and bound
by RhoA GTPase, cells were co-transfected with the LEGO constructs and either
dominant negative (RhoA\(_{T19N}\)) or constitutively active RhoA (RhoA\(_{G14V}\)), respec-
tively [42, 68, 78]. In both types of co-transfections, an overall decrease in FRET
efficiency was observed with an increase in LEGO number (figure 3.12). As was
found in the previous experiment (figure 3.11), the decrease in FRET efficiency is
bimodal, which is again suggestive of the presence of the alpha helical domain by
means of the previous argumentation (page 74). The data shown in figure 3.11 cor-
respond more closely to those of constitutively active co-transfected samples in figure 3.12. For instance, the dominant negative co-transfection with LEGO1 in figure 3.12 shows the highest FRET efficiency, while the constitutively active co-transfection is same as in previous figure 3.11. This is in agreement to previous findings [26, 102], where it was found that the biosensor is more likely to be found in the bound state, as the endogenous active GTP bound RhoA is probably present in a sufficient amount so that it saturates the overexpressed biosensor. The RhoA GTPase is also likely to be found in its active state, since cell adhesion and cytosolic tension are required at all times [26]. Biochemical studies by Ren et al [60] also revealed that RhoA in suspended cells, as was the case during flow cytometry, is in its active, GTP bound state.

Differences in FRET efficiency were found between the two different types of co-transfections. However, the differences were not equal in all constructs. While in most cases the FRET efficiency varied, for LEGO2 and 4, there was no difference between the two scenarios. This means that even though LEGO2 showed the highest FRET efficiency in figure 3.11, it is actually the worst construct to use as a biosensor, since it would not show any differences between the “bound” and “unbound” scenario. A counter-intuitive finding was that in fact LEGO10 is the best candidate as a RhoA GTPase biosensor, because it shows the biggest percentual change in FRET efficiency between the two states, even though it has the second longest α helix and second lowest FRET efficiency readings. Examples of the ratio of cells co-transfected with LEGO10 and with either RhoA_{T19N} or RhoA_{G14V} is shown in figure 3.13.

Taken together these findings present a novel and rationalized approach toward the design of a single-molecule FRET biosensor which was optimized for the highest detection sensitivity for the RhoA GTPase. Furthermore, the set of eleven different constructs was designed so that the RBD can be exchanged for another binding domain of a protein of interest. Therefore, the LEGO constructs may be used as a kit, which serves to determine the best FRET biosensor for a protein of interest.
4.2 FRETing Matrix

According to the proposed model (figure 2.5 on page 21), a change in FRET efficiency will ensue when an adherent cell causes a local rearrangement of the labeled Fn by exerting force on it. In particular, the FRET efficiency would then be different at adhesion sites, while remaining the same elsewhere.

Rearrangement of Fn will occur as a consequence to activated RhoA GTPase, which initiates a signaling cascade that results in formation of focal adhesions (FAs). During this process, transmembrane integrin subunits, which in turn are bound to the RGD (figure 2.4 on page 20) domain of Fn, are aggregated to form an adhesion site [11, 25, 72, 97]. Simultaneously, active RhoA initiates a pathway that induces stress fibers to form, which emanate from these adhesion sites [25, 26, 62]. Then, the contractile actomyosin force exerted by these stress fibers is relayed to the FRETing Matrix via the integrin molecules, which act as an interface between the two [75, 78]. This additional force exertion onto the Fn will potentiate the bundling and therefore further increase the FRET efficiency as donor and acceptor molecules are brought closer together. A third factor that will contribute to an increase in FRET efficiency is the fact that Fn is globular when first coated on the glass coverslip. However, integrin binding will result in an unfolding of Fn so that it will assume a fibrillar shape in which it can be packed even more closely [3, 5].

4.2.1 Lambda scan and acceptor photobleaching

The $\lambda$ scan function of the Leica CLSM was again successfully used to verify the presence of the donor and acceptor fluorochromes, which in this case were the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes that were initially used to label the Fn. The presence of the acceptor emission peak is caused by sensitized emission, since the acceptor was not excited directly. The $\lambda$ scan then showed the presence of the donor and acceptor and furthermore suggested presence of FRET.
APB was used to verify the presence of FRET and to determine the efficiency of the energy transfer. By modifying the coating ratio of Cy3 to Cy5-labeled Fn, while keeping the coating concentration constant at $10 \text{µg/ml}$, it was possible to tune the FRET efficiency to 50%. The fact the FRET efficiency is tunable is an important aspect of the FRETing Matrix, because it enables the choice on whether to concentrate observations on a FRET efficiency increase or decrease. With a FRET efficiency of 50%, the dynamic detection range of the FRETing Matrix is such a that it is able to equally well report an increase or a decrease in FRET efficiency (also refer to figure 1.6).

4.2.2 Ratiometric visualization of contrast in FRET in the FRETing Matrix

Cells were allowed to adhere to the FRETing Matrix to determine whether they would generate contrast in FRET. The Cy5/Cy3 emission ratios were calculated and used to monitor changes in FRET efficiency. Essentially, when a cell alters the FRET efficiency, then either a decrease or an increase in sensitized acceptor emission will occur at that point, which would correspond to the opposite behavior of the donor.

First, it was found that cell spreading, adhesion and proliferation were normal. Sections C and D of figure 3.17 show that up to a three-fold increase in FRET efficiency occurred at sites of cell adhesion, while no such change in FRET efficiency was found in areas not covered by a cell. The areas of cell adhesion which exhibited the highest FRET efficiencies are also sites at which the cellular cytoskeleton adheres or is closest to the substrate, such that it enables the cell to assume its shape and proper function by establishing the required cytoplasmic tension [31, 35].
4.2.3 Verification of the ratiometric readout via acceptor photobleaching

FRET efficiency readings obtained with the ratiometric method were verified with APB. In figure 3.18, the contrast pattern in FRET efficiency made visible with the ratiometric method, was shown to overlap with the FRET efficiency pattern determined via APB. In particular, when taking into account the simultaneously recorded IRM reading, high FRET efficiency spots determined with the ratiometric and APB methods were found to overlap only and completely at cell adhesion sites. This finding was of particular interest, as it validated the ratiometric method for visualization of differences in FRET efficiency. The ratiometric method is less invasive than APB and can essentially be conducted at the maximum acquisition speed of the CSLM, which makes it suitable for live cell imaging studies.

4.2.4 FRET patterns and stress fibers in fixed cells

To further characterize the nature of the high FRET efficiency spots, cells were allowed to grow on the FRETing Matrix and were then stained with phalloidin. Phalloidin can be used to label filamentous actin and is particularly useful for visualizing stress fibers which are essential for cell shape establishment, maintenance of cytoplasmic tension and cell migration [11,23,35,87]. It was revealed that the most intense high FRET efficiency spots occur at sites from where the most prominent stress fibers emanate. The remaining high FRET efficiency spots of lower intensity occur along less pronounced stress fibers. Since more prominent stress fibers are associated with greater force exertion [39] then it can be postulated that the respective FRET efficiency spots of higher intensity formed due to larger force exertion.

It was interesting to observe that nearly all high FRET efficiency spots occurred along stress fibers, which is also where adhesion sites and therefore aggregation of labeled Fn are most likely to occur. Of interest is also the fact that the integrity of the FRETing Matrix was maintained during the optimized staining procedure,
so that changes in FRET efficiency caused by cells were maintained. Therefore, the FRETing Matrix lends itself for future studies in which for instance proteins involved in cell adhesion or mechanosensing may be investigated through antibody labeling.

4.2.5 Cell spreading

Cell binding, spreading and contraction are events that take place during cell adhesion [86,101]. The exertion of force was monitored during the cell spreading process, where B16F1 cells stably expressing GFP-actin were released onto the FRETing Matrix and observed with live cell microscopy.

In figures 3.20, 3.21 and at a higher magnification in figures 3.22 and 3.23 an example is shown in which three cells were monitored during cell spreading. The IRM and GFP perspectives show that the upper cell remains circular or non-polarized for the majority of the time, while the lower two cells are able to adhere and spread sooner. This is also reflected in the high FRET efficiency pattern, which is more pronounced in the lower cells, when compared to the upper cell.

Figure 3.23 illustrates two aspects. First, the FRETing Matrix did not exhibit a memory effect. This was shown with GFP-actin and the intensity of the FRET efficiency pattern. As the GFP-actin signal increases and decreases, there is a corresponding increase and a decrease in the FRET efficiency. This is important in dynamics studies, where transient applications of force onto the FRETing Matrix are to be visualized, as it is the case during cell spreading or cell migration. In other words, it can be said that when force is withdrawn from an area exhibiting a high FRET efficiency spot, then the intensity of this spot will decrease in a manner that corresponds with the decrease in force applied onto it and vice versa.

Figure 3.23 furthermore illustrates an interesting aspect of cell protrusion during cell spreading. Cell spreading starts with protrusion in all directions, which is then
followed by cell polarization [37, 76, 93]. The evidence in figure 3.23 shows that protrusion of the cell membrane occurred prior to the exertion of force. The sequence of events was such that first actin bundles were established, through which then in time the cells began to exert force, as shown by the Cy5/Cy3 ratio. Previous work published by another group [60], where RhoA GTPase activity during cell spreading was monitored by biochemical means, showed high RhoA activity during cell spreading, which would explain the formation of stress fibers, adhesions and high FRET efficiency spots seen at this early stage.

4.2.6 FRET patterns and stress fibers during cell migration

As was previously shown, the FRETing Matrix does not have a memory effect and is therefore suitable for the study of force exertion dynamics that the cell exhibits during cell migration. Figure 3.24 and at a higher magnification figure 3.25 exemplify a B16F1 cell expressing GFP-actin over a period of 10 minutes as it migrates on the FRETing Matrix. It becomes evident that as the cell migrates it emphasizes certain adhesions sites, while it de-emphasizes others. This is seen in the GFP-actin signal, as well as in the Cy5/Cy3 ratio. As the cell migrates toward the lower-left direction, the area shown by figure 3.24 is the trailing edge of the cell. It is generally accepted that the RhoA GTPase is active in the trailing edge, while other members of the small GTPase family (Rac and CDC42) are active in the protruding end [25, 78]. The GFP-actin signal, along with the Cy5/Cy3 ratio suggests a highly controlled retreat, in which specific stress fibers were emphasized and targeted to adhesion sites, while others were being disassembled, along with their respective adhesion sites (refer to figure 3.25). Such up- and downregulation of stress fiber and FA formation is indicative of positive and negative feedback loops controlling RhoA, whose presence have been suggested by others [60] and is important for maintenance of the necessary continuous cytoplasmic tension [31, 78]. Furthermore, evidence of sliding adhesions [95] was found where an increase of the Cy5/Cy3 ratio occurred
in time as neighboring adhesion sites joined. As the cell moved on, this adhesion site was disassembled and the force exerted was reduced (see adhesion sites at the termini of stress fibers next to letter “a” in figure 3.25).

4.3 RhoA GTPase was involved in patterning of the high FRET efficiency spots

The involvement of RhoA GTPase in the patterning and intensity of the high FRET efficiency spots was investigated in different cell types. Co-transfections of GFP-actin and either RhoAT19N or RhoAG14V in B16F1 or NIH-3T3 cells were conducted. These cells were then detached and allowed to adhere on a FRETing Matrix preparation. As expected from previous work [25, 26, 62], with the exception of some cortical filaments, no stress fibers were found in cells co-transfected with RhoAT19N, whereas massive stress fibers spanning the entire cell were formed in cells expressing RhoAG14V.

In both cell types the expression of the RhoAT19N mutant resulted in a lack of stress fibers and FRET efficiency spots of weaker intensity that were randomly dispersed. On the other hand, cells co-transfected with RhoAG14V produced massive stress fibers spanning the entire cell whose termini were marked by FRET efficiency spots of higher intensity and greater size than those seen in cells co-transfected with RhoAT19N. Active RhoA GTPase is known to maintain and enhance FAs [72, 78], which have also been described as sites of mechanosensing [8, 95, 105]. The evidence obtained from the GFP-actin and RhoA mutant co-transfections further support that RhoA GTPase is involved in the patterning and the degree of RET exhibited by the high FRET efficiency spots. Related recent work in which a FRET biosensor based on labeled RGD peptides, which act as ligands for transmembrane integrin molecules, was used revealed similar results. Kong et al. [39] treated cells with microtubule disrupting reagents, which are known to induce RhoA activity, and also found an increase in FRET efficiency.
4.4 Conclusions

The LEGO and FRETing Matrix biosensors were created, which rely on the principle of FRET. The LEGO sensors report on the biochemical signaling of the RhoA GTPase, the active form of which ultimately leads to the aggregation of integrin molecules to form an adhesion site from which stress fibers emanate that can generate force via actomyosin contraction. In a further step, the eleven LEGO constructs address the long standing problem of the lack of control over the transition dipole orientation of the donor with respect to that of the acceptor fluorochrome within a FRET biosensor. They represent a novel, rational approach for the sampling of different FRET efficiencies in a single molecule FRET biosensor where the protein binding domain is sandwiched between a donor and an acceptor fluorochrome. Within the eleven constructs, the distance and dipole orientation was varied with the aid of a set of \( \alpha \) helices of increasing length between the RBD and the Venus VFP. The effect of the change in dipole orientation within the constructs was revealed with the fact that for some LEGO constructs an increase in FRET efficiency occurred even though the distance between the donor and acceptor increased. Further evidence was provided by the fact that some LEGO constructs had larger differences in FRET efficiency between the bound and the unbound state, while others showed no difference at all. Thus, the LEGO approach may aid the design of novel single molecule FRET biosensors where the binding domain of interest is located between the donor and acceptor fluorochrome, so that the specific biosensor of highest sensitivity is obtained.

Aggregation of integrin molecules to form adhesion sites and the formation of stress fibers occur both in response to active RhoA GTPase. These stress fibers can generate force based on actomyosin contraction, which is relayed via integrin molecules to the ECM. The aggregation of integrin molecules and their further bundling through the contractile force exerted by the stress fibers were visualized with the FRETing Matrix. This biosensor allows qualitative comparison of different adhesion sites or
cell adhesion during cell migration or during different treatments. The advantage over other methods is its simple preparation and fast readout, which is only limited by the acquisition speed of the microscope. Furthermore, the labeled Fn which comprises the FRETing Matrix is a permissive surface for many cell types, unlike other force detection methods which employ flexible, “wrinkling” substrates which are difficult for cells to attach to and may also lead to reduction in cell proliferation and occurrence of apoptosis [92]. The FRETing Matrix is a biosensor of continuous nature so that force exertion is directly measured at the nanometer range at every point in a field of view, which is an advantage over some methods, where the force applied at certain areas has to be inferred [86].

The FRETing Matrix lends itself for future studies in which proteins are investigated for their involvement in force exertion. Additionally, Fn-derived three-dimensional systems [13] may be modified to create a three-dimensional FRETing Matrix for the study of force exertion.
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